Maximum coverage and minimum set cover problems-here collectively called coverage problems-have been studied extensively in streaming models. However, previous research not only achieves suboptimal approximation factors and space complexities but also study a restricted set-arrival model which makes an explicit or implicit assumption on oracle access to the sets, ignoring the complexity of reading and storing the whole set at once. In this paper, we address the above shortcomings and present algorithms with improved approximation factor and improved space complexity, and prove that our results are almost tight. Moreover, unlike most of the previous work, our results hold in a more general edge-arrival model.
INTRODUCTION
Maximum coverage and minimum set cover problems-here collectively called coverage problems-are among the most fundamental problems in optimization and computer science. Coverage problems have a variety of machine-learning and data-mining applications (for examples in data summarization and web mining, see [1, 9, 12, 14, 38] ). Solving such problems has become increasingly important for various real-world large-scale datamining applications where due to the sheer amount of data, either the computation has to be done in a distributed manner [11, 14, 17, 27, 35, 37, 38] , or the data is presented and needs to be analyzed in a stream [6, 9, 13, 19, 41, 44] . These problems have been explored extensively in the literature, but despite development of several scalable algorithms, the existing approaches still suffer from a few shortcomings. First of all, most previously studied models make an explicit or implicit assumption on having oracle access to each set in its entirety. This assumption, in particular, ignores the computational complexity of reading the whole set, or computing the marginal impact of adding a subset to the solution (i.e., computing union and intersection of family of subsets). For instance, in the streaming setting, this assumption is implied in the extensively studied set-arrival model [13, 18, 19, 44] . Such models are less realistic since all the information of each set need to be gathered together. The set-arrival setting directly translates to the vertex-arrival setting in graph streaming 1 , which is less interesting than the popular edge-arrival setting [4, 5, 7, 15, 21, 30, 31] . Secondly, current streaming algorithms often achieve suboptimal approximation guarantees compared to the offline optimum or do not have the best space complexities in terms of the number of sets in the input. 2 In this paper, we aim to address the above issues. We develop streaming algorithms that achieve optimal approximation guarantees as well as optimal space complexities for coverage problems without any oracle-access assumptions. Moreover, our algorithm works in the (more general) edge-arrival streaming model. At the core of our analysis lies a simple, yet subtle sketching technique. In order to demonstrate the power of this technique, we show why natural sketching approaches do not work well. We also demonstrate that oracle access to a noisy estimator for the coverage function is not sufficient. We first present more formal definitions before elaborating on these results.
Preliminaries
Coverage Problems. We study three related coverage problems. The setting includes a ground set E of m elements, and a family S ⊆ 2 E of n subsets of the elements (i.e., n = |S| and m = |E |). 3 The coverage function C is defined as C(S) = |∪ U ∈S U | for any subfamily S ⊆ S of subsets. In the k-cover problem, given a parameter k, the goal is to find k sets in S with the largest union size. We sometimes use Opt k to denote the size of the union for the optimum solution. 1 Modeled as a bipartite graph where vertices on one side corresponds to the sets and vertices on the other side corresponds to elements. See Preliminaries for a formal definition. 2 We focus on the regime where the number of the element (i.e., the size of the ground set) is significantly larger than the number of sets, hence the importance of having bounds in terms of the number of sets rather than elements. 3 There are two separate series of work in this area. We use the convension of the submodular/welfare maximization formulation [8] , whereas the hypergraph-based formulation [44] typically uses n, m in the opposite way.
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In the set cover problem, the goal is to pick the minimum number of sets from S such that all elements in E are covered. We also study a third problem: In the set cover with λ outliers problem 4 , the goal is to find the minimum number of sets covering at least a 1 − λ fraction of the elements in E. Coverage problems may be modeled as a bipartite graph G, where S corresponds to one part of the vertices, and E corresponds to the other part. A vertex representing the set S ∈ S has |S | edges in G, one to each element i ∈ S. For simplicity, we assume that there is no isolated vertex in E. For a subset S of vertices in a graph G, let Γ(G, S) denote the set of neighbors of S. When G is the graph corresponding to the original coverage instance, we have C(S) = |Γ(G, S)| if S is a subfamily of the sets S.
In the offline setting, a simple greedy algorithm achieves 1 − 1 e approximation for k-cover and log m approximation algorithm for the set cover problem. 5 Moreover, improving these approximation factors are impossible unless NP has slightly superpolynomial time algorithm [22] .
Streaming models. In the streaming model, we focus on the socalled edge-arrival model as opposed to the more studied set-arrival (aka vertex-arrival) model. In the former, edges arrive one by one, so we get to know about the set-element membership relations one at a time, whereas in the latter, sets arrive and bring with them a list of their elements. The number of passes allowed for processing the data is crucial and may change the nature of the problem.
The (1±ε)-approximate oracle. We say C ε is a (1±ε)-approximate oracle to coverage function C if, given a subfamily of sets, it gives us an estimate of their union size within 1 ± ε precision. In other words, C ε estimates the coverage function C on any subfamily of the sets as a black box; i.e., for any subset S ⊆ S, we have
Related work
Coverage problems have been studied extensively in the context of set-arrival models [6, 13, 19, 41, 44] . Most of these give suboptimal approximation guarantees. In particular, Saha and Getoor [44] provide a 1 4 -approximation algorithm for k-cover in one pass using O(m) space. The same technique gives a Θ(log m) approximation algorithm for set cover in Θ(log m) passes, usingÕ(m) space. On the hardness side, interestingly, Assadi et al. [6] show that there is no α-approximation one-pass streaming algorithm for set cover using o(nm/α) space. Demaine et al. [18] provide (for any positive integer r ) a 4 r log m-approximation algorithm for the set cover problem in 4 r passes usingÕ(nm 1/r + m) space 6 . Recently, Har-Peled et al. improves this result and provide a p-pass O(p log m)-approximation algorithm inÕ(nm O (1/p) + m) space 6 . Indeed, all the above results hold only for the set-arrival model.
Often in the graph streaming problems, while the size of the input isÕ(|E|) for a graph G(V , E), the solution size may be as large as Ω(|V |). The best hope then is to find the solution inÕ(|V |) space.
Algorithms fitting this description are called semi-streaming [39] , and many graph problems have been studied in this setting [2, 3, 20, 23, 24, [32] [33] [34] . On the other hand, the extensive work on edgearrival streaming [4, 5, 7, 15, 21, 30, 31] had not (prior to our owrk) studied coverage problems.
Results and techniques
As our main result, we address the aforementioned shortcomings of existing algorithms for coverage problems. These results are summarized in Table 1 . This paper is the first to study the problem in the edge-arrival model, and present tight results for these problems.
Streaming results.
We present almost tight streaming algorithms for coverage problems. The following theorem states our main results formally. Theorem 1.1. In the edge-arrival streaming model, for any arbitrary ε ∈ (0, 1], there exist
• (See Thm 3.1) a single-pass (1− 1 e −ε)-approximation algorithm for k-cover usingÕ(n) space;
• (See Thm 3.3) a single-pass (1 + ε) log 1 λ -approximation algorithm for set cover with λ outliers usingÕ λ (n) space; and • (See Thm 3.4) a p-pass (1 + ε) log m-approximation algorithm for set cover usingÕ(nm
The above are the first such results for coverage problems in the streaming edge-arrival model. Moreover, they improve the approximation factor of previously known results for the set-arrival model [13, 19, 41, 44] . (However, in certain cases, the space complexities may be incomparable, say,Õ(n) versusÕ(m). 7 ) In fact, our result for streaming set cover gives an exponential improvement over Demaine et al. [18] on both approximation factor and number of rounds given the same space. See Table 1 space in the set-arrival model. Notice that our results for streaming set cover provide a better approximation factor-i.e., (1 + ε) log m versus O(p log m)-in the same space and number of passes, while handling the more general edge-arrival model.
On the hardness side, we show that any 1 2 + ε-approximation streaming algorithm for k-cover requires Ω(n) space. This holds even for streaming algorithms with several passes. Theorem 1.2. Any 1 2 + ε-approximation multi-pass streaming algorithm for k-cover requires Ω(n) space in total.
In a simultaneous and independent work, McGregor and Vu [36] present a single-pass 1 − 1/e − ϵ approximation algorithm for the k-cover problem in the streaming setting withÕ(n) space, using a different approach: They directly analyze the behavior of the greedy algorithm on a specific noisy sketch, while we provide a sketch that translates any α-approximation algorithm for k-cover to an (α − ϵ)-approximation streaming algorithm usingÕ(n) space. In fact they requireÕ(nk) space to find an exponential time 1 − ϵ approximate solution. 7 Indeed, either m or n may be larger in practice [16] . See also Footnotes 2 and 6. Table 1 : Comparison of results in streaming models. Note that all our results for edge arrival model also hold for the set arrival model.
Sketching technique.
The main technique at the heart of our results is a powerful sketching to summarize coverage functions. As its main property, we show that any α-approximate solution to k-cover on this sketch is an (α − ε)-approximate solution to kcover on the original input with high probability; see Theorem 2.7. Interestingly, this sketch requires onlyÕ(n) space. Our sketch is fairly similar to ℓ 0 sketches [16] , which are essentially defined to estimate the value of coverage functions. Indeed, one may maintain n instances of the ℓ 0 sketch, and estimate the value of the coverage function of a single feasible solution of size k with high probability. However, having n k different choices for a solution of size k leads to a huge blow-up on the failure probability of at least one such solution. In the full version, we show a straightforward analysis to approximate k-cover using ℓ 0 sketches withÕ(nk) space, which is quite larger than our sketch.
All the algorithms presented here constructÕ(1) independent instances of the sketch and then solve the problem without any other direct access to the input. The simplicity of our sketch enables its efficient construction and fast implementation of the resulting algorithms. Interestingly, this technique provides almost tight approximation guarantees. We remark that all the algorithms presented in this work have success probabilities 1 − 1 n ; i.e., they may fail to produce the claimed solution with probability 1 n . For simplicity we do not repeat this condition elsewhere.
Finally, in an accompanied paper, we also show how to apply this to distributed models, and design scalable distributed algorithms for covering problems. There we also confirm the effectiveness of this algorithm empirically on real data sets [10] . 8 1.3.3 A (1 ± ε)-approximate oracle is not sufficient. There are several sampling or sketching techniques that can be used to develop a (1 ± ε)-approximate oracle C ε to the coverage function. One might hope that a black-box access to such an oracle could be used as a subroutine in developing approximation algorithms with good approximation guarantees. Here, we show that this is not possible. Theorem 1.3. Any α-approximation algorithm for k-cover via oracle C ε requires exp Ω(nε 2 α 2 − log n) queries to the oracle.
In particular, for any constant ε > 0, there is no polynomialtime n −0.49 approximation algorithm for k-cover given a (1 ± ε)-approximate oracle C ε . This improves upon a similar hardness result for submodular functions [26] 9 . Our proof technique here might be of independent interest.
In order to prove Theorem 1.3, first we define a problem called k-purification for which we show that any randomized algorithm requires δ exp Ω( ε 2 k 2 n ) oracle queries to succeed with probability δ . In a k-purification problem instance, we are given a random permutation of n items, with k gold and n −k brass items. The types of individual items are not known to us. We merely have access to an oracle
where Gold(S) is the number of gold items in S. The goal in this problem is to find a set S such that Pure ε (S) = 1. The hardness proof is then based on a reduction between k-purification and k-cover.
SKETCHING FOR COVERAGE PROBLEMS
In this section we present a sketch H ≤n to approximate k-cover. Specifically, we show that any α-approximate solution to k-cover on H ≤n is an α − O(ε)-approximate solution on the input graph, with high probability (see Theorem 2.7). Crucially H ≤n uses onlỹ O(n) space. In order to define and prove the properties of H ≤n , we introduce two intermediary sketches H p and H ′ p , where p ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter to be fixed later on.
In this section, we define the sketch in mathematical terms and establish its desirable properties. Then in the following section, we discuss the intricacies of building and using it in the streaming model.
Let h be a hash function mapping elements E to real numbers in [0, 1]. First we throw away from the bipartite graph G any element whose hash value exceeds p. This constructs H p . In Lemma 2.3 we show that, for sufficiently large p, any α-approximate solution to k-cover on H p is an α − O(ε)-approximate solution on G, with high probability. Unfortunately, the number of edges in H p may be Ω(nk). 9 Independently, they later extend their results to coverage functions.
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Next we enforce an upper bound (defined below in terms of n, k, ε) on the degree of elements in H p , by arbitrarily removing edges as necessary. This constructs H ′ p . Again for a sufficiently large choice of p, any α-approximate solution to k-cover on H ′ p is an α − O(ε)-approximate solution on G, with high probability. Interestingly, if we select p wisely, H ′ p requires onlyÕ(n) space. However, this p depends on the value of the optimum solution and may not be accessible to the algorithm while constructing the sketch. To resolve this issue, we define H ≤n with a similar structure as H ′ p , such that it always hasÕ(n) edges (see Definition 2.1). We remark that this conceptual description can be turned into efficient implementations in several computational frameworks. Next comes the formal definitions of our sketch.
Let us overload the notation h(.) such that h(e), for an edge e, denotes the value of h on the endpoint of e in E. For a fixed parameter p, we define H p to be the subgraph of G induced by all vertices in S and the vertices in E with h less than p. In other words, H p contains an edge e if and only if h(e) ≤ p. Let H ′ p be a maximal subgraph of H p such that the degree of the vertices of H ′ p in part E is at most
; as necessary we throw away edges arbitrarily. Below we define H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ) based on H ′ p . The former is the sketch used in all our algorithms.
Definition 2.1. For simplicity of notation, we set δ = δ ′′ log log 1 1−ε m. Let p * be the smallest value such that the num-
. Notice that p * is a function of the randomness in the hash function. Remark that the number of edges in H ′ p * is at most
We denote H ′ p * by H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ), and drop the parameters from H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ) when it is clear from the context. See Algorithm 1.
We argue that, for sufficiently large p, the quantity 1 p |Γ(H p , S)| is a good estimate for C(S). This is formalized below. Lemma 2.2. Pick 6δ ′ ϵ 2 Opt k ≤ p ≤ 1, and let S be an arbitrarily subset of S such that |S | ≤ k. With probability 1 − e −δ ′ we have
In the following lemma we relate the approximate solutions on H p and G.
on H p are (α − 2ε)-approximate solutions to the k-cover problem on G with probability 1 − e −δ . Simultaneously for any set S ⊆ S such
Proof. Set δ ′ = kδ log n. Lemma 2.2 states that for an arbitrary S ⊆ S of size at most k, we have with probability 1 − e −kδ log n ,
Note that there are n k different sets S of size k. By the union bound, with probability 1 − n k e −kδ log n ≥ 1 − n k e −kδ log n = 1 − e −δ , we have for all such choices
Let Opt k be the optimum solution on G and let S be the solution obtained from the α-approximation algorithm Alg when run on H p . Applying Inequality (2) to Opt k and S, we simultaneously have
In addition, since S is an α-approximate solution on H p we have
Inequalities (5) and (3) together ensure with probability 1 − e −δ that
Combining the above with Inequality (4), we obtain
This means that S is an (α − 2ε)-approximation to k-cover on G as desired.
The following lemma relates the solutions on H ′ p and H p .
Proof. Let Opt H and Opt H ′ be subsets of S with size k that maximize
Later we show that there exists a set R of size k such
To prove the existence of a suitable R, we follow a probabilistic argument, producing a randomized set R * of size k such that
We construct R * by removing εk sets from Opt H uniformly at random, and adding εk sets from S uniformly at random. Note that each element in Γ(H p , Opt H ) with degree at most
in H p appears in Γ(H p , R * ) with probability 1 −ε, hence in Γ(H ′ p , R * ). Now let us consider a high-degree element u-one with degree at least n log(1/ε ) εk in H p , i.e., degree exactly n log(1/ε ) εk in H ′ p . The probability that u is not included in any of the εk randomly added sets is at
Pick v ∈ E of minimum h(v) that is still not in H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ).
6:
if degree of v in G is less than
Add v along with all its edges to H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ).
8:
Add v along with n log(1/ε ) εk of its edges, chosen arbitrary, to H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ).
We prove the following two lemmas to argue that maintaining the solution in the reduced-degree subgraph H ′ p does not require too much memory. 
, i.e., the marginal effect of v is at most a 1 k fraction of the total value of |Γ(H ′ p , Opt H ′ )|. Notice that by optimality of Opt H ′ , replacing v with any other set does not increase the union size. Thus, for any vertex v ′ ∈ S the number of neighbors of
. Therefore, the number of edges between S and E \ Γ(
On the other hand, the degree of the elements in Γ(H
is at most log(1/ε )n εk , hence the number of edges between S and
. Therefore, one can bound the total number of edges in H ′ p as follows.
We obtain by reordering
The following theorem relates the approximate solutions on H ≤n and G.
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Proof. Pick p ≥ 6kδ log n ε 2 Opt k . By Lemma 2.4, any α-approximate solution on H ′ p is an (α −ε)-approximate solution on H p with probability 1 − e −δ . Moreover, we know from Lemma 2.3 that any (α − ε)-approximate solution on H p is an (α − 3ε)-approximate solution on G with probability 1 − e −δ . Therefore, any α-approximate solution on H ′ p is an (α − 3ε)-approximate solution on G with probability 1 − 2e −δ .
Let us set p ′ = 6kδ log n ε 2 Opt k
Remark that we set δ = log(log 1−ε m)δ ′′ . We may assume without loss of generality that Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 all hold for every p j with j ≥ i since union bound ensures this outcome happens with probability at least
Let p * be (a random number) such that p * ≥ 1
and similarly,
Combining (6) and (7) yields
The inequalities
and in turn,
Combining (8) and (10) gives
Now suppose S is an α-approximate solution on H ′ p * . We have
Finally we argue that p * ≥ 1 1−ε 6kδ log n ε 2 Opt k for H ′ p * = H ≤n . We set C = 1 1−ε in Lemma 2.5 to obtain max S ⊆S: |S |=k |Γ(
, where
. On the other hand if we set
in Lemma 2.6, we get
The following lemma provides a bicriteria bound on the coverage of solutions in H ≤n , where k ′ ≤ k is the size of the set cover on G. This lemma will be useful in obtaining results for set cover and set cover with outliers. Lemma 2.8. Let k ′ be the size of the minimum set cover on the input graph G, and let k = ξk ′ . There exists a solution of size k ′ on H ≤n (k, ε, 1) that covers at least 1 − ξ ε fraction of the elements in H ≤n (k, ε, 1).
THE STREAMING SETTING
Indeed, with no time constraint, one can use ℓ 0 sketches and give a 1 −ε approximation streaming algorithm for k-cover inÕ(nk) space. This simple streaming algorithm constructs a (1 ± ε)-approximate SESSION 1 SPAA'17, July 24-26, 2017, Washington, DC, USA oracle to the value of the coverage function, usingÕ(nk) space. One can use this algorithm and try all solutions of size k to find a 1 − 2ε approximate solution of k-cover. However, as Theorem 1.3 states, using this oracle and without any further assumptions, there is no polynomial time n −0.5+ε -approximation algorithm for k-cover. In addition, the space used by this algorithm may be quite large for large values of k.
In this section, we give a 1 − 1 e − ε-approximation one-pass streaming algorithm for k-cover, usingÕ(n) space. This is done by first constructing H ≤n in the streaming setting and then providing efficient algorithms that only access the sketch H ≤n . Using the same technique, we give a (1+ε) log 1 λ approximation one-pass streaming algorithm for set cover with outliers, usingÕ λ (n) space. Besides, for any arbitrary r ∈ [1, log m], we give a (1 + ε) log m approximation r -pass streaming algorithm for set cover, usingÕ(nm O (1/r ) + m) space. Interestingly, the update times of all our algorithms areÕ (1) .
On the hardness side we show that any 1 2 + ε approximation streaming algorithm for the k-cover problem requires Ω(n) space. We proof this hardness result in the full version. This hardness result rules out the existence of 1 2 + ε approximation parametrized streaming algorithms for the k-cover problem and shows that the space of our algorithm is tight up to a logarithmic factor.
Next we show how to construct H ≤n in the streaming setting. Note that to define H ≤n we map (via a hash function) each element to a number in [0, 1] independently. Such a mapping requiresÕ(m) random bits. However, we use a simple equivalent random process to construct H ≤n usingÕ(|H ≤n |) random bits, where |H ≤n | is the number of edges in H ≤n .
Let p * be the probability corresponding to H ≤n . Remark that the number of elements v with h(v) ≤ p * is at most |H ≤n |, i.e., at most equal to the number of edges in H ≤n . Note that, if we know that the hash value of an element is greater than p * , we can simply remove that element. Thus, at the beginning we iteratively sample |H ≤n | elements without replacement, and assume that this sequence is indeed that of the first |H ≤n | elements ordered by their hashed value. This process requires onlyÕ(|H ≤n |) random bits.
Next we describe how to use the sketch to solve each of the three problems: k-cover, set cover, and set cover with outliers. As a result, we provide tight and almost tight streaming algorithms for k-cover, set cover, and set cover with outliers.
The greedy algorithm for k-cover iteratively selects a vertex that increases the valuation function f the most and adds it to the solution. Let Greedy(k, G) denote the set of k vertices picked by the greedy algorithm when run on input graph G. It is known that the Greedy is a 1 − 1 e approximation algorithm [40] . In addition, we know that C(Greedy(k log 1
Theorem 3.1. For any ε ∈ (0, 1] and any graph G, Algorithm 3 produces a (1 − 1 e − ε)-approximate solution to k-cover on G with probability 1 − 1 n . The number of edges in the sketch used by this algorithm isÕ(n).
e ], C ′ ∈ [1, ∞), and graph G, Algorithm 4 returns false only if the size of the minimum set cover of G is greater than k ′ . Otherwise, the algorithm returns a solution of size k ′ log 1 λ ′ that covers 1 − λ ′ − ε ′ fraction of E in G with probability 1 − 1 C ′ n . The number of edges in the sketch used by this algorithm is O( n log 2 n log 6 m log C ′ ε ′3 ).
Theorem 3.3. Given ε ∈ (0, 1], C ≥ 1 and a graph G, Algorithm 5 returns a (1+ε) log 1 λ approximate solution to set cover with λ outliers on G with probability 1 − 1 n . The total number of edges in the sketches used by this algorithm isÕ(n/λ 3 ) ⊆Õ λ (n).
Proof. Remark that each iteration of the loop in Algorithm 5 increases k ′ by a factor of 1 + ε 3 , and we always keep k ′ ≤ n. Thus, we run at most log 1+ ε 3 n instances of Algorithm 4. Lemma 3.2 holds for each of these instances with probability 1 Cn log 1+ ε 3 n . They all hold with probability 1 − 1
Cn by the union bound. We prove the statement of the theorem assuming this.
Let k * be the size of the minimum set cover in G, and let k ′ be the final value of this variable after run of Algorithm 5. Indeed Algorithm 4 returns false for k ′ 1+ε /3 , hence k ′ ≤ (1 + ε/3)k * . Note that, the size of the set returned by Algorithm 5 is
On the other hand, this solution covers at least
fraction of the vertices in G, as claimed. Lemma 3.2 bounds the number of edges in the sketch used by each instance of Algorithm 4 as O n log 2 n log 6 m log C ′ ε ′3 = O n log 2 n log 6 m log C log 1+
With log 1+ε /3 n runs of Algorithm 4, the total number of edges in all the sketches used in this algorithm isÕ(n/λ 3 ) ⊆Õ λ (n).
We implement each iteration of Algorithm 6 in two streaming passes. In the first pass of each iteration we simply mark covered elements to virtually construct G i , whereas in the second pass, we construct H ≤n . After all r − 1 iterations, we utilize one extra pass to keep all edges to construct G r . Hence, the following theorem proves the third statement of Theorem 1.1 Theorem 3.4. Given ε ∈ (0, 1] and a graph G, Algorithm 6 finds a (1 + ε) log m approximate solution to set cover on G with probability 1− 1 n . The total number of edges in the sketches used by this algorithm plus the number of edges in G r is at mostÕ(nm Input: An input graph G, k, ε ∈ (0, 1], and δ ′′ . Output: Sketch H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ). Initialization:
element from E uniformly at random and let Π be a random permutation over these elements.
3: Initialize H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ) with vertices S of G, and no edge. Update edge (u, v):
Discard (u, v).
Discard (u, v). 5: else 6: Add (u, v) to H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ).
7: while number of edges in H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ) is more than 24nδ log(1/ε ) log n (1−ε )ε 3
Let w be the last element in Π.
9:
Remove w from Π.
10:
Remove w from H ≤n (k, ε, δ ′′ ).
Algorithm 3 k-cover
Input: An input graph G, k, and ε ∈ (0, 1]. Output: A 1 − 1 e − ε approximate solution to k-cover on G with probability 1 − 1 n . 1: Set δ ′′ = 2 + log n and ε ′ = 1 12 ε.
// Compute this over the stream. 3: Run the greedy algorithm on this sketch to get solution S = Greedy(k ′ log 1
return S 6: else 7: return false Algorithm 5 Set cover with λ outliers Input: A graph G and parameters ε ∈ [0, 1], λ ∈ (0, 1 e ], and C ≥ 1. Output: A (1 + ε) log 1 λ approximate solution to set cover with λ outliers on G with probability 1 − 1 Cn .
1: Set ε ′ = λ(1 − e −ε /2 ), and λ ′ = λe −ε /2 , and C ′ = C log 1+ ε 3 n, and k ′ = 1.
2: repeat 3:
Run Algorithm 4 on (k ′ , ε ′ , λ ′ , C ′ , G) and let S be the outcome. // Run these in parallel.
5: until S is not false or k ′ = n 6: return S SESSION 1 SPAA'17, July 24-26, 2017, Washington, DC, USA
Algorithm 6 Set cover in r iterations
Input: A graph G as well as ε ∈ (0, 1], C ≥ 1, and r ∈ [1, log m]. Output: A (1 + ε) log m approximate solution to set cover of G with probability 1 − 1 Cn .
Run Algorithm 5 on (G i , ε, λ, C ′ ) and let S i to be the outcome.
// i-th streaming pass.
4:
Add S i to S
5:
Remove from G i the elements covered by S i and call the new graph G i+1 . 6: Run the greedy algorithm to find a set cover of G r and let S Greedy to be the result. 7: Add S Greedy to S. 8: return S Proof. The algorithm runs r − 1 instances of Algorithm 5. Theorem 3.3 holds for each with probability 1− 1 C ′ n = 1− 1 (r −1)Cn , hence for all simultaneously with probability 1 − (r − 1) 1 (r −1)Cn = 1 − 1 Cn . We assume these hold when proving the statement of the theorem.
Let k ′ be the size of the minimum set cover in G. Note that for any i ∈ [1, r ], G i is an induced subgraph of G that contains all sets in G. Thus, any set cover of G is a set cover of G i as well. This means that the size of the set cover of G i is at most k ′ . Therefore, Theorem 3.3 bounds the number of sets chosen by each run of Algorithm 5 by
Also, each run of Algorithm 5 covers 1 − λ fraction of the remaining uncovered elements. Therefore, the number of uncovered elements in G i is at most mλ i−1 , and in particular this is mλ r −1 = m 3 2+r for G r . Therefore, the total size of the set cover obtained by this algorithm is at most
Remark that the total number of edges in the sketches used by Algorithm 5 isÕ(n/λ 3 ). With r ≤ log m such runs, the total number of edges in all the sketches isÕ(n/λ 3 ) =Õ(nm 3 2+r ). On the other hand, the number uncovered elements in G r is mλ r −1 = m 3 2+r . Thus, the number of edges in G r is at most nm 3 2+r . Therefore, the total number of edges in the sketches plus the number of edges in G r isÕ(nm 
HARDNESS OF STREAMING PROBLEMS
Here, we give a lower bound on the space required to solve k-cover in the streaming setting. To establish this lower bound, we present a reduction from the set-disjointness problem. In the set disjointness problem, two parties, namely Alice and Bob, each holds a subset of 1, 2, . . . , n. The goal is to determine whether the sets are disjoint or not. Razborov [43] and Kalyanasundaram and Schintger [29] provide a lower bound of Ω(n) even when allowing randomization.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let A be the set that Alice holds, and let B be the set that Bob holds. In our hard k cover instance we have two vertices (namely a and b) in E and n vertices in S. Vertex a has an edge to the i-th vertex in E if and only if i exists in A. Similarly, b has an edge to the i-th vertex in E if and only if i exists in B. In the input stream first we see the edges of a (which contains the information Alice holds) and then the edges of b (which contains the information Bob holds).
In this example, if the sets A and B are disjoint, each of the vertices in S covers at most one of a and b, and thus, the value of an optimum solution to 1-cover on this graph is 1. Otherwise, there is a vertex i which has edge to both a and b, and thus, the value of an optimum solution to 1-cover on this graph is 2. Therefore, distinguishing between the case that the value of the optimum solution to 1-cover is 1 and the case that this value is 2 requires Ω(n) space in total.
THE K-COVER PROBLEM VIA
(1 ± ε)-APPROXIMATE ORACLE
In this section we consider the approximability of k-cover using the (1 ± ε)-approximate oracle, and prove Theorem 1.3 by showing that any α-approximation algorithm via oracle C ε requires at least exp Ω(nε 2 α 2 − log n) oracle queries. Theorem 5.2 states the hardness of the k-purification problem. Its proof uses the following generalization of the Chernoff bound.
Lemma 5.1. Let X be the sum of several negatively correlated binary random variables. We have
Proof. Panconesi and Srinivasan [42] show that if X is the sum of certain negatively correlated binary random variables, we have
. Setting γ = εE[X ] yields
as desired.
Theorem 5.2. Any randomized algorithm that solves k-purification with probability at least δ requires at least
SESSION 1 SPAA'17, July 24-26, 2017, Washington, DC, USA Proof. By Yao's principle we can restrict our analysis to deterministic algorithms. Let Alg be a deterministic algorithm for k-purification. Suppose that afterueries, algorithm Alg finds with probability δ a set S such that Pure ε (S) = 1. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S q be the q subsets queried by Alg. Definition of δ and the union bound give
Now, we provide an upper bound to Pr Pure ε (S) = 1 for an arbitrary subset S. Let X i be a random variable that indicates whether the i-th item in S is gold. Let X = |S | i=1 X i . Indeed, X i variables are negatively correlated [28] . We set γ = ε(
Coupled with Inequality (12) the above implies that δ ≤ q i=1 Pr Pure ε (S i ) = 1 ≤ 2q exp − ε 2 k 2 3n , which means q ≥ δ 2 exp ε 2 k 2 3n , as desired.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Given an instance of the k-purification problem we construct a k-cover instance with a (1±ε ′ )-approximate oracle as follows. We associate one set for each gold or brass item in the original instance in such a way that the value of the coverage function (for nonempty S) is C(S) = k + n k Gold(S); i.e., there are k elements common between all gold and brass sets, and in addition, each gold set contains n k additional exclusive elements. The optimum solution consists of all gold sets, hence
We define C ε ′ (S) = k + |S | if Pure ε (S) = 0 C(S) otherwise.
We claim that C ε ′ is a (1 ±ε ′ )-approximate oracle to f for ε ′ = 2ε. We set ε ′ = 2ε. Notice that for Pure ε (S) = 1, the estimate C ε ′ (S) is clearly within the 1±ε ′ factor of C(S). Moreover when Pure ε (S) = 0, we have 
Similarly we have
Therefore, C ε ′ is a (1 ± ε ′ )-approximate oracle to C.
For an arbitrary subset S of size k with Pure ε (S) = 0, we have
Thus, if S is a 4k n -approximate solution to the k-cover instance, we have Pure ε (S) = 1. Therefore, any 6k n -approximation algorithm returns a set S such that Pure ε (S) = 1 with probability at least 6k /n−4k /n Opt = 2k/n n+k = 2k n 2 +kn ≥ 1 n 2 . Recall that for any subset S given that Pure ε (S) = 0, the value of C ε ′ (S) is predetermined, and can be computed independent of the actual value of C(S). Thus, using a 6k n -approximation algorithm for the k-cover problem with ε ′ -error oracle, with probability 1 n 2 , one can find a set S such that Pure ε (S) = 1, using the same number of queries. Theorem 5.2 states that the number of queries is not less than 1 n 2 exp Ω ε ′2 k 2 n = 1 n 2 exp Ω ε 2 k 2 n ∈ exp Ω ε 2 k 2 n − log n = exp Ω nε 2 α 2 − log n .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a simple, yet powerful sketching technique for coverage problems, and showed how to construct this SESSION 1 SPAA'17, July 24-26, 2017, Washington, DC, USA sketch in streaming model. The streaming results improve the state of the art in three dimensions: approximation ratio, space complexity, and streaming arrival model (i.e., from set-arrival to elementor edge-arrival model). In an accompanied paper, we also applied this sketching idea for distributed computation models (such as MapReduce), and show how it improves the best known results in that area as well. More notably, we also performed an extensive empirical evaluation of resulting distributed algorithms and show the effectiveness of applying this sketching technique for analyzing massive data sets in practice [10] . As noted earlier, this sketch and the distributed and streaming algorithms based on it work very well in instances in which the size of the subsets is large. Notably, all the other techniques (e.g., based on composable core-sets) fail in these regimes. As future research, we hope this technique can be applied to other computation models and other problems.
